BUILT FOR

The only Sales Performance Management solution
designed to support end-to-end sales life cycle and
cost accounting under ASC 606

Obero SPM’s integration with Sage Intacct
allows users to manage all aspects of sales
performance management in a single platform,
purpose-built for subscription-based companies
with the ability to meet the requirements of ASC
606 natively within the product.

Drawing data directly from Sage Intacct, Obero
SPM will automatically calculate commission
and incentive payments, capture all transaction
characteristics, and allocate funds as
accounting treatments require under the new
revenue recognition regulations.

Incentive Compensation Management
Built for Sage Intacct

•

The biggest expense associated with obtaining contracts with customers
is incentive compensation, and for subscription businesses, that includes
more than just the sales team’s commission. Any time there is a change to a
contract (subscription line items added, numbers of users amended, etc.) the
amortization has to be changed, which is followed by a waterfall of
complex calculations.

•

One of the most overlooked implications of cost amortization for subscription
businesses is the explosive growth of data volumes. The amount of data that
the new standard introduces will make it practically impossible to manage
commissions manually.

•

The amortization of sales commissions simply cannot be managed solely in
an ERP or revenue management solution. Traditional incentive compensation
management solutions attempt to simply distill commission earnings down
to a granular level so that the results can be uploaded to a finance system for
capitalization and amortization. However, in the subscription economy the
changes in contracts happen fast and often, meaning that the management of
commission earnings and payouts must be integrated with the management of
commission accounting.
In order to automate the incentive compensation management process
under the new revenue standards, you need to factor in four key elements
into the solution:

•

The sales performance management solution needs to be fully integrated with
the revenue management solution to consolidate the current and future
revenue streams.

•

The compensation plan designer needs to be flexible enough to handle all
of the customer-facing teams. This includes compensating on financial and
non-financial metrics.

•

As events occur in the revenue management system, they need to trigger the
downstream compensation calculations, including adjustments – all in an
automated fashion.

•

The sales performance management solution needs to funnel all of this
upstream information through a set of compensation accounting rules to apply
the appropriate treatment both during the transition and after the new revenue
standards have taken effect.
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